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Law-Enforcement Reaction and Recommendations

In many ways, social networking sites are more useful intelligence resources for law enforcement than effective mechanisms for promoting gang culture and drawing in new gang members. Law-enforcement agencies have been closely monitoring the emergence of street gangs on social networking sites over recent years. Some have also used MySpace, Twitter, and Facebook for intelligence gathering and targeting, soliciting information on known and unknown offenders. Law-enforcement officials have also turned to social networking sites to promote their efforts, encourage aid during their investigations, and diffuse their values across a wider community. In Canada, such sites have been developed by law-enforcement agencies in Montreal (Stevens 2009), Regina (Couture 2009), and Toronto (Masterman 2010). One of the more active agencies to use such sites is Interpol, which has recently turned to Facebook to help find 26 individuals involved in murders and child sex abuse (CTV 2010).